Towards and enabling ecosystem for social enterprises
WG3 Research Workshop
12nd-13rd February 2020
University of Bucharest (Romania)

PRACTICAL INFORMATION

Seminar facilities
The seminar will be held at the facilities of the Faculty of Sociology and Social Work
within the University of Bucharest, at the Panduri headquarters, near the Military Academy
and the Faculty of Psychology and Educational Sciences.
The exact address is: Panduri St. no. 90, sector 5, Bucharest
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Travel information
The Henri Coandă International Airport (OTP) is the arrival airport in Bucharest. It is
situated 16,5 km in the North of Bucharest.
HOW TO GET TO THE CITY
By bus
From the airport you can take the Express-Bus lines 783 (to Piata Unirii, city centre) or
780 (to Gara de Nord / North trainstation). From the arrivals hall you have to go to
level -1 (there is an escalator to level -1 right in front of the hall windows) and the bus
stop is just outside, the ticket point being located to the right as you go out. The buses
leave at an interval of approx. 30 minutes or less. The Express Busses travel full time,
both during day and night.
Travel card: Magnetic cards are used for travelling by public transportation in
Bucharest. The card can be bought from the ticket point (please note that you cannot
purchase the card inside the bus). The card valid for 4 travels (round trip from and to
the airport plus connecting bus) costs 10 lei (2,25 EUR). Once you get in the ExpressBus you have to validate the card at the orange box inside the bus. The ride to the city
centre takes up to 1 hour and 15 minutes, depending on the traffic.
By taxi
You can also choose to take a taxi or an Uber drive. In the arrivals hall there are ATMs
“taxi la comandă” from which you can order a taxi. Please keep in mind its code so as
to recognize it later. The ride takes 30-50 minutes, depending on your arrival time,
and costs around 50 RON. Further instructions will be given to you by the ATM
programme.
We strongly advise you to only take a taxi ordered from the ATM or an Uber car
ordered from your application.
Getting around the city by taxi
1.

Basic – use smaller Dacia, Skoda and Renault cars- companies Cobălcescu, Confort,
Meridian, CrisTaxi, Speed Taxi, Leone, charge about RON 1.39 – 1.70 / km. plus the
starting, which is about one kilometer’s ride.

2. Luxury – bigger / better cars – Taxi Grand (Mercedes sedans only), Fly Taxi
(hunchback cars only) and Class Taxi (regular Dacia sedans only). They usually
charge around 3.50 / km.
3. A good option of browsing for the closest car and being able to choose the
company as well is to order a cab by using one of the Bucharest taxi smartphone
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apps, such as the Star https://www.startaxi.com/ or the Clever
https://www.clevertaxi.com/index.php?lang=ro
4. Uber – The Uber app is here https://www.uber.com/ro/cities/bucharest/
Most taxis with the exception of Uber take only cash. Ask before you get in if you
want to pay by card or SMS.
More information for local public transport in Bucharest for buses, trams and trolleybuses
can be found here: www.ratb.ro. For metro stations and routes please find the map below.

Also, you can always design your route and get directions on Google Maps.

How to arrive at the Panduri venue
This place is served by good public transportation infrastructure:
•

Subway (Metro – Politehnica exit),

•

Buses (122, 136, 137, 138, 168, 226, 268, 368 – Soseaua Pandurilor station),

•

Trolleys (61, 62, 69, 90, 91, 93, 96 – Piata Leu / Politehnica station).
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In order to use the subway, you need to purchase a valid card. In most of the stations the
cards can be bought directly from the counter. Several big station have automatic
purchase machines. The cost of a subway trip is 2 lei (around 0.5 Euro).
For buses and trolleys a rechargeable card can be purchased in most of the stations. The
cost of one trip is 1.3 lei (around 0.3 Euro). Integrated bus and metro cards are also
available.
Location webpage: https://sas.unibuc.ro/en

Practical info for Romania
Currency
Romania does not have EUR as its currency; therefore payments in EUR are not
possible. However, most European banks have branches in Romania and ATMs are
available almost everywhere. The LEU (RON) (singular “leu”; plural “lei”) is the
Romanian currency. The exchange rate EUR-RON is approximately 1 EUR = 4,7 RON.
Foreign currencies may be exchanged at banks or authorized exchange offices (called:
“casa de schimb” or “birou de schimb valutar”). International airports and larger hotels
also offer currency exchange services.
Local time: Eastern European Time (EET): UTC/GMT +2 hours
International country code Romania: +40
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Electricity
Romania’s electrical current is 230 V. 50 cycles and sockets take the standard
continental European dual round-pronged plugs. A plug adaptor is required for nonEuropean appliances. Please remember that simple adapters do not convert voltage
or frequency. A power converter is necessary for appliances requiring 110 V.
W eather
The weather in Bucharest in February can be very cold. Please keep this in mind when
planning your trip.
W here to go out
The Old City Centre (“Centrul Vechi” in Romanian) has lots of pubs, cafés and
restaurants where you can go out for a drink, for eating or for clubbing. It can be
reached by metro (stations Universitate or Unirii). Some reviews of various pubs in
Bucharest can be found here.

What to visit in Bucharest?
The Old Town

Bucharest is where traders met and travelers have mingled since the 15th century. It
survived former dictator Nicolae Ceausescu’s razing of one fifth of the city to build his
vision of a new Socialist capital. After a period reduced to a slum, the Old Town’s buildings
are being slowly restored. The traffic-free cobbled lanes have been transformed into one
of the liveliest nightlife zones in Europe. Bookshops, theaters, restaurants and cafes add
more charm.
Do not m iss in the Old Town:
Old Princely Court & Church (Palatul Voievodal Curtea Veche)
At the centre of the historic area are the remains of the Old Princely Court (Curtea Veche),
built in the 15th century by Vlad Tepes, also known as Vlad Dracula. According to local lore,
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Vlad kept his prisoners in dungeons which commenced beneath the Princely Court and
extended under the city. All that remains today are a few walls, arches, tombstones and a
Corinthian column.
Stavropoleos Church
Built in the 18th century by Greek monk Ioanikie Stratonikeas, the Stavropoleos Church is
tiny, peaceful and beautiful. Built in Brancoveanu style it features an intricately carved and
columned entrance. Fine stone and wood carvings and a combination of Romanian and
Byzantine elements can be admired in the Greek Orthodox church’s interior.
The most beautiful bookshop in Europe
Set inside a beautifully restored 19th-century building, Carturesti Carusel is considered one
of the world’s most stunning bookshops. Its impressively minimal design plays with light
that filters through a central skylight to make the space seem like visitors are in a moving
carousel.
The Palace of the Savings Bank
Boasting one of the most impressive neoclassical facades in the city, this structure was
built in the 19th century to the design of French architect Paul Gottereanu (who between
1875 and 1900 designed more than 50 buildings in the city, to house the first Romanian
Savings Bank). The square-shaped palace has a large central dome with metallic ribs
separated by glass, which allows natural light to come in; there are also four smaller
domes. The arch at the entrance, with its Corinthian columns, is a highlight of any
architectural tour of the city.
A peerless outdoor museum – National
Village Museum
Romania’s village houses take center
stage at the unique, open-air Dimitrie Gusti
National Village Museum , which stretches
through leafy Herastrau Park. Guests can
visit about 300 traditional buildings
including peasant homes with steep roofs,
thatched barns, heavy log cabins,
churches and mills — all of which have
been transported from towns across
Romania.
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Beautiful parks
Bucharest is swathed in beautiful parks.
The oldest, designed in the mid-19th
century, is Cismigiu Gardens. Or there is
the 400-acre Herastrau Park which
features an open-air theater, as well as
public recreation areas.

The Parliament Palace
Built at the special request of Nicolae
Ceausescu, leader of Romania’s Communist
Party, the colossal Parliament Palaceformerly known as „People’s House” – is
the world’s second largest administrative
building after the U. S. Pentagon. It took
20,000 workers and 700 architects to build
this massive structure that boasts 12
stories, 1,100 rooms, a 350-ft.-long lobby and eight underground levels, including an
enormous nuclear bunker.
The Palace of Parliament is the world’s second-largest office building (floor area) and the
third largest in volume (after Cape Canaveral Space Centre in the U.S. and the Great
Pyramid in Egypt). The crystal chandelier in the Human Rights Hall weighs 2.5 tons. Some
of the chandeliers have as many as 7,000 light bulbs. When construction started on June
25, 1984, the building was intended it to be the headquarters of the country’s Communist
government. Today, it houses Romania’s Parliament, Bucharest International Conference
Centre and Romania’s Museum of Modern Art.
W here to eat?
Manuc’s Inn (Hanul lui Manuc) Address: Str. Franceza 62 – 64
Built in 1804 by the wealthy Armenian trader Emanuel
Marzaian (called by the Turks ”Manuc Bey”), the inn has the
preliminary talks concerning the Peace Treaty that put an
end to the Russian -Turkish War (1806-1812). A favorite
meeting place for tradesmen, Manuc’s Inn has preserved to
this day its character and flavor. A restaurant, wine cellar
and a pastry shop are now welcoming guests from all over
the world.
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The Beer Wagon Restaurant (Carul cu Bere) Address: Strada
Stavropoleos 3 – 5
The Beer Wagon restaurant and beer house became, soon
after the opening in 1879, one of the most popular meeting
places for Bucharest’s literati who would gather to discuss
matters of their time. Its neo-gothic architectural style is
reflected both in the façades and the interior decorations:
columns, arches, chandeliers, a wooden staircase, furniture
and murals on the walls and ceiling.
Bucharest city tour (14 stops)
More Info about Bucharest here.

Recommended hotels
Hotel Trianon (Prof. Grigore Cobalcescu Str., no. 9; http://www.hoteltrianon.ro/en/)
•

Single room - 50 euro/night with breakfast

•

Double room - 56 euro/night with breakfast

•

All taxes included

•

Reservations to be made at office@hoteltrianon.ro, including the name of the
seminar.

Volo Hotel (Schitu Magureanu, no. 6, http://www.volohotel.ro/en/)
•

Single room - 55 euro/night with breakfast

•

Single room - 48 euro/night without breakfast

•

All taxes included

•

Reservations to be made at rezervari@volohotel.ro or office@volohotel.ro,
including the name of the seminar.
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Hotel Opera 3* (Ion Brezoianu, no. 37, http://www.hotelopera.ro/en/)
•

Single room - 40 euro/night with breakfast

•

Double room - 50 euro/night with breakfast

•

All taxes included

•

Reservations to be made at cristina.gongu@thhotles.ro and info@thhotels.ro,
including the name of the seminar.

•

Payment of accommodations must be guaranteed. It will be paid in advance based
on a proforma invoice or a credit card will be provided for the guarantee.

•

Reservations will be confirmed at the rates mentioned in the availability limit.

Hotel Venezia 4* (Pompiliu Eliade, no. 2, http://www.hotelvenezia.ro/)
•

Single room - 43 euro/night with breakfast

•

Double room - 53 euro/night with breakfast

•

All taxes included

•

Reservations to be made at cristina.gongu@thhotles.ro and info@thhotels.ro,
including the name of the seminar.

•

Payment of accommodations must be guaranteed. It will be paid in advance based
on a proforma invoice or a credit card will be provided for the guarantee.

•

Reservations will be confirmed at the rates mentioned in the availability limit.

Hotel Central 4* (Ion Brezioanu, no.13, http://www.centralhotel.ro/)
•

Single room - 43 euro/night with breakfast

•

Double room - 53 euro/night with breakfast

•

All taxes included

•

Reservations to be made at cristina.gongu@thhotles.ro and info@thhotels.ro,
including the name of the seminar

•

Payment of accommodations must be guaranteed. It will be paid in advance based
on a proforma invoice or a credit card will be provided for the guarantee.

•

Reservations will be confirmed at the rates mentioned in the availability limit.

Hotelul Cism igiu (38 Queen Elisabeth Boulevard, https://www.hotelcismigiu.ro/en/)
•

Superior suite single - 90 euro/night with breakfast

•

Superior suite double - 105 euro/night with breakfast

•

All taxes included, Wi-Fi and access to gym

Reservations to be made at reservations@hotelcismigiu.ro, including the code “sem inar
sociologie”.
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